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Abstract
System-level development has been dominated by traditional programming languages such as C and C++ for decades. These languages are inherently unsafe regarding memory management. Even experienced developers make mistakes that open up security holes or compromise the safety properties of software. The Rust programming language is targeted at the systems domain and aims to eliminate memory-related programming errors by enforcing a strict memory model at the language and compiler level. Unfortunately, these compile-time guarantees no longer hold when a Rust program is linked against a library written in unsafe C, which is commonly required for functionality where an implementation in Rust is not yet available.

In this paper, we present Sandcrust, an easy-to-use sandboxing solution for isolating code and data of a C library in a separate process. This isolation protects the Rust-based main program from any memory corruption caused by bugs in the unsafe library, which would otherwise invalidate the memory safety guarantees of Rust. Sandcrust is based on the Rust macro system and requires no modification to the compiler or runtime, but only straightforward annotation of functions that call the library’s API.

CCS Concepts → Software and its engineering → Software reliability; Software safety; Reusability;

1 Introduction
Traditional systems programming languages such as C and C++ cannot enforce memory safety and control-flow integrity during program execution. As a result, programs written in these languages are often vulnerable to buffer overflows, use-after-free bugs, or dangling pointers, all of which may compromise security and safety properties of a system. In contrast, modern programming languages like Rust provide a strict memory model that is enforced at compile time. Whole classes of bugs that plague C and C++ programs are eliminated, because the compiler can guarantee that memory accesses at run time are safe under that model. Nevertheless, Rust is still young and, for the foreseeable future, software stacks for real-world use cases will rely on legacy code bases written in unsafe languages, because there is no Rust-based equivalent yet. Rust bridges this functionality gap with its foreign function interface (FFI), which allows for calls into existing libraries written in languages such as C. This integration of legacy functionality is seamless, as code and data structures of these libraries reside in the same address space as the main program written in Rust. The downside of this approach is that compile-time guarantees about memory safety become void as soon as a programming error in the C-based library causes a buffer overflow, out-of-bounds read, or other memory access violation.

In this paper, we present Sandcrust, a non-invasive and easy-to-use system to automatically sandbox unsafe C code in an isolated process. Our solution is based on the macro system of Rust. It translates, at compile-time, annotated functions wrapping the C library’s API into remote procedure calls (RPC) to a library instance running in a sandboxed process; Sandcrust also keeps global variables in sync. As macro support is part of the stable branch of Rust, our solution does not require modifications to the compiler or runtime system. The contribution of Sandcrust is that the safety advantage of Rust over C or C++ remains, even if parts of the program rely on unsafe and potentially buggy C libraries.

The paper is structured as follows: The next section discusses basics of the Rust programming language. In Section 3, we describe the design of Sandcrust and discuss important parts of its implementation. We evaluate usability and performance in Section 4. In Section 5, we discuss related work before we conclude with avenues for future work.

2 Background
This section gives a brief overview of the basics of the Rust language and how they relate to memory safety. We further
describe Rust’s Foreign Function Interface (FFI) and its macro system.

**Memory Safety Model**  Rust is a statically typed language which uses Resource Acquisition Is Initialization (RAII) to prevent uninitialized variables. Lifetimes of objects are calculated based on the scope of a binding or explicit annotation. At the end of their lifetime, resources are deterministically freed in reverse order of their construction, thereby preventing use-after-free errors. A cornerstone of the Rust concurrency model is that variables are read-only by default. Furthermore, when a variable is passed into a different scope (e.g., as an argument in a function call), the binding of this variable moves into that scope, depriving the original scope from access. However, this strict notion of Ownership can be weakened by lending variables to functions using References. By explicit declaration, references can also be mutable. These restrictions enable the Rust compiler to detect reader/writer race conditions at compile time and support automatic memory management that does not require garbage collection.

**Traits**  Traits specify that certain operations are supported on a data type; this is similar to a class implementing an interface in an object-oriented programming language. Rust has a number of built-in special traits that provide generic behavior of data types. For example, most primitive types implement the Copy trait, which enables variables to be passed by value instead of moving them into the scope of a called function. This way of handling function arguments is both convenient and an optimization for all types whose memory representation does not exceed the pointer size of the platform. As of Rust version 1.15, a struct as a composite of types can derive traits via Procedural Macros, if those traits are implemented for the members of the struct. Rust traits in conjunction with procedural macros are a powerful way to implement serialization and deserialization of complex data structures. As we will discuss in Section 3.2, these operations are essential in order to pass function arguments and return types during RPCs.

**Foreign Function Interface**  Rust provides the unsafe keyword to denote code blocks that will not be subject to the safeguards described in the preceding paragraphs. For example, the unsafe keyword is necessary to dereference raw pointers and to call unsafe functions. These two operations are necessary to interact with external libraries through Rust’s foreign function interface (FFI). The Rust C FFI is represented by extern blocks with additional attributes; external libraries are specified in the code via link attributes such as `#[link(name = "owfat")],` which is equivalent to adding the -owfat flag when linking a C program. It is common practice to wrap calls to unsafe C functions inside a safe Rust function. This wrapper is responsible for translating Rust data types into C data types for all function arguments, and vice versa for the return type of the function (if any).

**Rust Macros**  During compilation, the Rust compiler walks the abstract syntax tree (AST) and replaces each node that matches a macro with the contents specified in the body of this macro. Matching macros is done recursively. Listing 1 shows an example: When matched on an identifier in line 2, the double macro assumes the identified object implements the Add trait and doubles its value. When invoked with a sequence of statements separated by `;`, the macro in line 3 prints the value of a newly declared variable a before executing each statement twice.

```
$macro_rules! double {
    ($i:ident) => ( $i + $i );
    ($($x:stmt);*) => {
        let a = $2;
        println!("macro a is ", a);
        $( $x; $x ;)+
    };
}

fn main() {
    let a = 1;
    let two = double!(a);
    println!("double () is ", a, two);
    double!(println!("main a is ", a); println!("!");)
}
```

Listing 1. Macro Example

The output of this example program is:

```
double 1 is 2
macro a is 42
main a is 1

!
```

The conflicting output for variable a is a result of Rust’s hygienic macro system, where variables introduced in macro expansion are tagged with a distinct syntax context. Therefore, the println!() in line 5 sees variable a as defined in line 4, whereas the expanded statements see variable a as defined in line 14.

## 3 Design and Implementation

Sandcrust is targeted at applications written in Rust that must – for functional reasons – also link against libraries developed in unsafe languages like C. We assume that the developer chose Rust over C or C++, because it is a much safer programming language and one that does not sacrifice performance for this property. Consequently, the goal of Sandcrust is to protect the Rust-based main program from unsafe code in libraries, which would otherwise void the memory safety and control-flow integrity guaranteed by the Rust compiler.

### 3.1 General Design

When using standard toolchains, the safe code generated by the Rust compiler shares a single address space with the unsafe and potentially buggy libraries. Therefore, Sandcrust must isolate both code bases and their data from each other. Isolation can be achieved by moving the unsafe library code to a separate process, where it can be sandboxed.
Sandboxing A sandbox is an instantiation of the Principle of Least Privilege [14]. It aims to minimize access permissions and isolate certain software components to limit the potential harm those components can do to the rest of the system. Sandbox implementations of modern monolithic operating systems employ a combination of per-process access control at the system-call level and hardware-based isolation [5]. FreeBSD’s Jails [8] pioneered the concept; Linux offers several solutions, including Seccomp-BPF [3], a rule-based system-call filter that is complemented by Namespaces to virtualize resources such as the file system and user IDs.

The specific details of a sandbox implementation are orthogonal to the problem of splitting a monolithic program into two parts; they are therefore out of scope for this paper. The design and implementation of Sandcrust as discussed in the following is targeted at Seccomp-BPF and Linux namespaces, but could be adapted to other sandbox solutions, too.

Making the Cut To be practical, Sandcrust’s method of separating safe and unsafe code must be non-invasive and easy to use. A sensible boundary is the API of the unsafe library. Thus, process-local function calls must be replaced by RPCs into the sandboxed process. As described in Section 2, each foreign function implemented in a C library is usually wrapped by a Rust function. This function transforms Rust data types passed as function arguments into the Rust representations of the C data types declared in the library’s header file. Some of these transformations must be placed in unsafe code blocks, like those involving raw pointers. Furthermore, C APIs often blend error codes and return values, a practice that is discouraged in Rust and therefore translated by the wrapper into idiomatic use of Option and Result objects.

We decided to apply Sandcrust’s macro transformations to the Rust wrappers, and not the original, unsafe C function. Due to this design choice, we isolate all unsafe operations in the sandboxed part of the program, thereby upholding Rust’s safety guarantees for the main program.

Program Transformation The transformation of local function calls into RPCs should be transparent to the application developer. Ideally, she should not have to do anything except for enabling Sandcrust for specific (or all) libraries. Most prior work on automatic software compartmentalization is based on source-to-source translation or requires modification of the compiler. These approaches are highly invasive and rarely make it into production toolchains. Fortunately, the Rust toolchain enables access to the AST in simpler ways: via compiler plugins and through macros. Compiler plugins come as Lint plugins and Syntax extensions. Lint plugins extend the correctness checks of the Rust compiler, but are unable to manipulate the AST. In contrast, syntax extensions can manipulate the AST by running Rust code; they do not just match against patterns. Both syntax extensions and macros can be packaged in a crate and used in any program. But to function, syntax extensions need access to Rust’s internal compiler API, which is only available in the unstable version of the Rust compiler and runtime. Macros are available in stable versions of Rust.

To maximize maintainability and availability, we decided against syntax extensions and instead built Sandcrust on the Rust macro system. Macros are a form of monomorphization: the generation of specialized code from a generic template. A limitation of this approach is that each transformation of the AST happens in the context of the matched node (i.e., during transformation of a function, we have no access to other functions in the AST). However, we found that this form of AST transformation is sufficient to create a sandbox in a separate process and forward function calls to it.

3.2 Process Model and Inter-Process Communication

We will discuss the details of the macro-based program transformation and how developers use it in Section 3.3. But first, we explain how Sandcrust creates sandboxed processes and how it implements RPC.

Process Model A program that uses Sandcrust links against unsafe libraries in the same way as an ordinary Rust program. Thus, the binary includes the unsafe code from the libraries, but also code that is injected by Sandcrust’s RPC wrapper macros. Before making the first RPC request, this code creates a child process using the fork system call. The child will immediately branch into a service loop, whereas the parent process resumes as the main program. The service loop is generated from macros as well; it waits for RPCs to execute unsafe library functions as requested by the function wrappers in the main program. This approach is different from other application sandboxes like the one used by Google Chrome: it re-executes the Chrome binary with a special command-line switch to spawn new sandboxed render processes [13]. Our approach has three advantages: (1) the application’s build process need not be adapted to create a separate binary (e.g., one that only contains the unsafe library), (2) it is not necessary to add additional command-line parsing to the main program, and (3) code and global variables are at identical addresses in both processes.

Inter-Process Communication Our Sandcrust prototype uses two Unix pipes to send RPC requests and receive responses. We also prototyped a shared-memory based solution, but it showed no substantial performance advantage as it still needed memory copying and synchronization-related system calls. We therefore do not discuss it in this paper.

To forward function arguments and return values to another process, Sandcrust must be able to serialize and deserialize any data type used by the unsafe library’s API. Rust does not offer built-in support for this task, but with the popular serialization and deserialization framework Serde1, there is a

1https://serde.rs/
third-party solution available. Serde implements Serialize and Deserialize traits for all data types of the Rust standard library. Using procedural macros, the developer can derive Serde-compatible implementations of Serialize and Deserialize for arbitrary compound data structures:

```rust
#[derive(Serialize, Deserialize, PartialEq)]
struct Entity {
    x: f32,
    y: f32,
}

#[derive(Serialize, Deserialize, PartialEq)]
struct World {
    entities: Vec<Entity>,
}
```

If a C library uses complex data structures, the Sandcrust annotations must include derive attributes as shown above. Additionally, Sandcrust uses Bincode² to encode the Serde output in a byte stream such that it can be transmitted via the two Unix pipes. We will discuss potential performance implications of Bincode in Section 4.

### 3.3 Sandbox Management via Rust Macros

Figure 1 summarizes how Sandcrust transforms a process-local function call into an RPC. The left side of the figure shows pseudo code of a macro-generated replacement for `func`. This code runs in the main process and forwards global variable state and function arguments through the Unix pipe to the sandboxed process. The request loop in the sandboxed process receives the global variable state and function arguments, calls the real, unsafe version of `func`, and then relays back the updated contents of global variables and the result of the function call (output parameters and return value). When signaled by the sandboxed process, the replacement of `func` in the main process receives the state updates and returns the result value to the caller.

The difficulty of implementing this RPC scheme using macros is rooted in the way macro expansion works in Rust: Whenever a macro is referenced in the source code, the code in its body has access only to the small part of the AST that represents the macro’s matching pattern. A consequence of this limitation is that macros that transform, for example, a function definition, cannot manipulate any functions outside this scope of said function. In the remainder of this section, we explain how we implemented Sandcrust’s annotation macros and how code snippets generated by isolated macro instantiation can cooperate as shown in Figure 1.

**Transforming Function Wrappers** Sandcrust’s transformation macros work by annotating each wrapper of an unsafe C function with `sandbox!()`. The function signatures matched by this macro include the argument types in the signature (e.g., `func(a: i32, b: Vec<u8>)`). To generate the function-call statement for this function, the types need to be stripped away, resulting in `func(a, b)`. However, care must be taken that elements of the argument list do not become un-destructible, which impedes recursive matching of the argument list as a list of expressions: “a: i32” would appear as a single AST node that is no longer matched by the `sandcrust_strip_types!()` macro.

Listing 2 shows the implementation from our prototype. A function without any arguments is matched by line 6. Line 5 starts, using `Push Down Accumulation`, the recursion that builds up the function-call statement without type info (after “->” in the macro). The first match in line 2 performs the strip and recursive invocation, if there are still more arguments in the `($tail:tt)` list. Finally, line 3 matches a function with one remaining `&mut` argument, strips away the type and outputs a function invocation in place of the macro, with the added argument. To support other types of parameters (i.e., non-mutable, reference), three pairs of match arms structurally similar to lines 2 and 3 are necessary.

**Managing the Sandbox Process** Many libraries maintain internal state across multiple API calls. To preserve this hidden state, Sandcrust must keep the sandboxed process alive for the entire run time of the program. To this end, Sandcrust encapsulates process ID and communication channels in a global library object. This object is initialized on first use by help of the `lazy_static` crate. Additionally, the RPC service loop must know about all transformed wrapper functions in order to call them. As individual macro transformations do not have access to the global AST, calls to wrapper functions cannot be added to the service loop directly. However, stable versions of Rust do not provide a way to generate a new identifier like `func_wrapped!()`. We worked around this limitation by adding for each transformed function a trait to an otherwise empty struct `SandcrustWrapper`, which is also defined in the library crate. A carefully programmed block of unsafe code obtains a function pointer to the generated trait method, which is then passed to the RPC loop in the sandboxed process in order to call this method.

### 3.4 Features and Limitations

Sandcrust can automatically handle any native or derived data type that implements the `Serialize` and `Deserialize` traits.

---

²https://crates.io/crates/bincode
of the Serde framework. By design, we exclude raw pointers because they are unsafe. Handling C pointers, which are also unsafe, is the responsibility of the function wrapper, but is done in the sandboxed process. Sandcrust also synchronizes mutable foreign globals (i.e., mutable global variables defined in the C library) via the sandcrust_wrap_global! macro.

Function callbacks from within a library are supported within the sandboxed process, as demonstrated in the libpng case study in Section 4. Our prototype does not support callbacks into the main process, but this feature could be added. However, the setjmp/longjmp pair of C functions is restricted to the sandboxed process; our libpng example makes use of this feature. We intentionally do not support longjmping into the main process, because these “non-local gotos” jump upwards in the call stack, the outcome of which is undefined, if the calling function has already returned at the time of the longjmp; it is also prone to memory leaks.

Finally, Sandcrust cannot detect semantically incorrect results produced by unsafe code in the sandboxed process. This is a fundamental limitation of any sandboxing solution.

4 Evaluation

We evaluate Sandcrust based on two unsafe C libraries: a compression library that served as the FFI example in Chapter 5.9 of the Rust Book and the image codec libpng.

```rust
macro_rules! sandcrust_strip_types {
    ($head:ident : &mut $var_type:ty , $( $tail :tt)+) -> ($f:ident(($$body:ty)+ &mut $head)));
    (\$( $body :tt)* & mut $head :ident) -> (sandcrust_strip_types!($head :ident , $( $tail :tt)+))
} else {
    dst . set_len ( dstlen as usize ) ;

if snappy_uncompress ( psrc , srclen , pdst , &mut dstlen ) == 0 {
unsafe {
    pub fn uncompress ( src : & [ u8 ] ) -> Option < Vec < u8 >> {

        sandbox! {
            pub fn compress ( src : & [ u8 ] ) -> Vec < u8 > { [...] }
            sandbox! {
                pub fn decompress ( src : & [ u8 ] ) -> Option < Vec < u8 >> {

                    unsafe {
                        [...] 
                        if snappy_uncompress ( psrc , srclen , pdst , &mut dstlen ) == 0 {
                            dst . set_len ( dstlen as usize ) ;
                            Some ( dst )
                        } else {
                            None // SNAPPY_INVALID_INPUT
                        }
                    }
                }
            }
        }
    }
}
```

Listing 2. Macro implementation
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### Listing 3. Instrumentation of Snappy Compression Library

**Sandcrust Snappy** Listing 3 shows how to import the Sandcrust crate and how to annotate the wrapper functions compress and uncompress, requiring nothing more than encompassing them with the sandbox!{} macro. Although not shown in this example, Sandcrust annotations with this macro can be packaged in the same library crate that provides the FFI function wrappers.

**Sandboxing libpng** In the second, more complex case study, we sandboxed libpng, which suffered from an impressive number of security issues in the past. This library has a highly complex API, for which Listing 4 lists only the wrappers that encapsulate libpng functions used in our example. The callback function is used to read PNG image data from a buffer and is called from within the sandbox.

```rust
fn read_file ( path : &str ) -> Vec < u8 > ;
fn png_init () -> Result < () , String > ;
fn is_png ( buf : & [ u8 ] ) -> bool ;
fn decode_png ( png_image : & [ u8 ] ) -> Result < Vec < u8 >> , String > ;
```

Listing 4. Function Signatures for libpng

**Benchmark Setup** We measured Sandcrust’s overhead on an Intel Core-i7 5600U CPU, running a Linux 4.9 kernel and Rust 1.16. We instrumented our test programs with a macro that runs several warm-up rounds before measuring the run time of a sandboxed function call using clock_gettime. We determined the time that elapsed between two consecutive calls of clock_gettime to be between 83 ns and 85 ns, which we subtracted from all measurements. Since all measurements are in the order of microseconds or more, the system clock’s resolution is sufficient. Unless stated otherwise, all figures represent the median of several benchmark runs.

**Microbenchmarks** We sandboxed the abs function of the standard C library, to determine the overhead of Sandcrust. Calling this function directly takes in the order of one to two nanoseconds. Creating and initializing the sandbox process took 1469 µs, which contributed the majority of the overhead of 1506 µs for calling the sandboxed instance abs for the first time. Subsequent invocations took 4.54 µs. Explicit termination of the sandbox process took 162 µs.

**Snappy Performance** The graph in Figure 2 shows run times of both unsafe and sandboxed invocations of compress and uncompress from the Snappy test case, with data sizes ranging from 4 bytes up to 16 MiB. There is a significant difference in overhead between the compress and the uncompress functions: The former goes down from a slowdown factor of 9.28 to a minimum of 1.3 at 2^18 bytes before stabilizing at a factor of approximately 1.5. The overhead of the sandboxed uncompress function goes down steadily from a

---

The content provided is a detailed description of a technical document that discusses the implementation and evaluation of Sandcrust, a Rust library designed for sandboxing C APIs. The document outlines the limitations of Sandcrust, particularly with regards to unsafe code, and provides examples and evaluations of its performance with various C libraries, including libpng and Snappy. The listed figures and code snippets illustrate the setup and execution of microbenchmarks and the overhead analysis of sandboxed function calls. The document concludes with a section on Snappy performance, highlighting the differences in overhead between compress and uncompress functions when sandboxed. The overall aim is to demonstrate Sandcrust’s capabilities and potential use cases within the Rust ecosystem, where it is particularly useful for managing the security and performance implications of unsafe C API interactions.
Another line of work is centered around microkernels like Mach [1] and L4 [10] and aims at reducing the Trusted Computing Base (TCB) of security-critical components. For example, the VPFS file system [18] based on the Nizza architecture [6] isolates cryptographic components from legacy software running in Linux [7]. Similarly, Proxos [15] routes sensitive system calls to a Private OS using a Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM). Due to its focus on seamless integration into an existing development ecosystem, Sandcrust is ill-suited for such complex re-architecting of systems. However, it may provide a starting point for future research into better language support for componented applications.

Hardware-based support for compartmentalization within the same address space is proposed by the CHERI system [17, 19]. It enhances the MIPS CPU architecture with byte-granular protection through memory capabilities, which could in principle replace processes as Sandcrust’s means of isolation.

As a first implementation of Decentralized Information Flow Control (DIFC), JFlow [11] restricted data access between different components of a Java program. Privtrans [4] first applied the idea to C. However, the most comprehensive implementation in Wegde [2] shows that the approach requires too much manual work for existing software.

The work closest to Sandcrust is Codejail [20]. It isolates a C program from its libraries without any modifications, but developers must write new function wrappers, which in the case of Sandcrust already exist in form of easily-annotated FFI wrappers. Sandcrust synchronizes global variables and output parameters seamlessly via Rust macros, whereas Codejail requires manual instrumentation to commit changes by the sandboxed process to the main program.

6 Conclusion

For the foreseeable future, programs written in safe programming languages such as Rust will have to rely on components written in unsafe languages like C. In this paper, we introduced Sandcrust, a solution to automatically sandbox unsafe C libraries with minimal annotation and without any modification to the development toolchain. Sandcrust shows that it is possible to contain unsafe behavior in another address space, thereby upholding safety guarantees of the Rust language and compiler. To achieve this, we modify the program via Rust macros, which can be packaged into a library crate to provide a turnkey solution. Sandcrust leverages Rust’s strict typing system to automatically derive information about data types, while prior work had to rely on manual annotation.
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### Figure 2. Snappy Overhead

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File</th>
<th>Size (bytes)</th>
<th>Slowdown factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>rust-logo-256x256-blk.png</td>
<td>7460</td>
<td>7.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>myblood.png</td>
<td>42693</td>
<td>6.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>objects.png</td>
<td>386814</td>
<td>2.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arithmetic28x11.png</td>
<td>894174</td>
<td>3.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 1. PNG decoding test data
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